
Figure 6.8 The spectra of the central pixel isolating the C17O J=2-1 emission line towards V1057
Cyg. The black horizontal lines show the calculated ± RMS and the red lines and highlighted
magenta line show the frequency range in which the integrated flux is calculated for the final
column density calculation.

relate the transition’s column density to the total C17O column density:

NT =
Nu

gu
Q(Trot)[e

�Eu/kT ]�1 (6.8)

where gu is a statistical weight unique to C17O, Q(Trot) is the partition function, and Eu is the
upper state energy of the J=2-1 transition. All of these constants are found in the JPL line catalogue
(Pickett et al., 1998). See Mangum & Shirley (2015) for an example on how to calculate column
densities, with a C17O example listed in their appendix. Once the total C17O column density is
found, we can use the isotope ratios to back out the total CO and then H2 column density. We use
C16O/C18O = 1687 and CO/H2 = 10�4 (Bergin & Williams, 2017). Once the H2 column density is
derived per pixel, we sum over the surface area of a set of given pixels to produce a total mass. By
eye, we define a “disk” region and a “cloud” region. The disk region is meant to encapsulate the
highest central density region, while cloud contains all or most of the high confidence emission.
Examples of the S⌫�⌫, Nu, and NT with the “disk” and “cloud” regions marked for V1057 Cyg
are shown in Figure 6.9.

The average C17O column densities, mass column densities, and final “cloud” and “disk” masses
are shown in Table 6.3. The “cloud” and “disk” regions are shown in Figure 6.10 with correspond-
ing size scales in au. The Keplarian disk is not resolved in any of our sources, thus “disk” mass
should represent an upper limit on the mass available in the protoplanetary disk. The most massive
disk, and an outlier in this sample of five sources is V1057 Cyg. Its stellar luminosity and outburst
date are otherwise normal compared to the rest of this sample. This source is also, by far, the most
line-rich.
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Figure 6.9 The integrated flux, column density of J=2 level, and total C17O for V1057 Cyg. The
black contour indicates an identified “disk” region and the white contour indicates “cloud”

Table 6.3. Column Densities and Mass

Name log10(NC17O [ mol
cm2 ])a log10(NH2) [ g

cm2 ])a “Cloud” Mass [M�] “Disk” Mass [M�]

V1057 Cyg 16.7 0.47 16.3 1.97
V1735 Cyg 15.6 -0.66 1.36 0.06
V1647 Ori 16.0 -0.20 5.36 0.26
V1515 Cyg 16.2 -0.02 0.79 0.28
V2492 Cyg 17.4 1.2 8.23 0.708

Note. — aHere we quote the average over the whole source
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Figure 6.10 Moment zero maps of C17O with the white contour indicated where “cloud” emission
is contained and the black contour is what is considered “disk” emission. The corresponding
masses of each region is shown in Table 6.3

6.3.4 Chemical Composition

Using the low-velocity resolution in the LSB (202.7 - 210.8 GHz) and the USB (218.2 -226.0
GHz) we identified distinct lines that lay well above the noise level without additional velocity
sampling nor additional analysis that could pull out faint lines. Thus the lines identified are bright
and confident detections, and there may be fainter lines hiding in the noise.

All sources had successful detections of 13CO, C18O, and C17O that were used to determine the
mass and structure of each outbursting system. V1057 Cyg had a 13C18O detection while none
of the other sources did. V1057 Cyg had 24 distinct emission lines beyond the CO lines, with a
handful of other tentatively detected faint lines. The strong emission lines came from transitions
of CH3OH, HC3N, CH3CN, H2CO, H2

13CO, SO, SO2, OCS, H2CS, and HDO. There are tentative
detections of long complex organic molecules that have also been seen in star-forming regions and
young stellar objects including HNCO, H2CN, CH3OCHO, CH3CHO, and H2CCO. The USB of
this source contained the most lines, and this is highlighted in Figure 6.11.

The other four sources contain detections of H2CO and SO, and V1515 Cyg also has an SO2

detection. Contrasted to the high-mass V1057 Cyg, these sources are not line rich, and only contain
bright molecules that carry oxygen. All emission beyond the CO lines are spatially unresolved, and
some can only be clearly seen in the spectra. Some transitions of SO and SO2 are captured in the
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Figure 6.11 The spectra of the USB towards V1057 Cyg. The CH3CN and HDO detections are
highlighted.

high-velocity windows, and contain line wings and other non-Gaussian profiles.

6.4 Discussion

Mass is a fundamental property when it comes to understanding the protoplanetary disk environ-
ment and FU Ori outburst events. The quickest and most often used technique to extract disk
masses is dust thermal continuum observations. Assuming optically thin dust emission and a gas-
to-dust ratio, a gas mass can be calculated from the dust observations. To compare this method
versus a mass extraction from an optically thin gas-tracer, we compare gas mass values derived
from the continuum and C17O J=2-1 flux from our sample, as well as masses derived from an-
other survey that used C18O J=1-0. A comparison between the derived total gas mass from C17O
emission versus that from continuum flux and C18O J=1-0 are shown in Figure B.9. The derived
masses from C17O J=2-1 are on par with those derived from C18O J=1-0 (Fehér et al., 2017) with
a V1057 Cyg as an outlier. The quoted C18O masses were measured for observed “clumps” a few
thousand au wide in each source, so comparable to our “disk” mass. Those observations were
made with the Plateau de Bure Interferometer and 30m IRAM telescope, thus those observations
are more sensitive to large scale structure and have a larger overall beam. In Figure B.9, we see
that for the four sources in the Fehér et al. (2017) survey, our C17O-based masses result in higher
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Figure 6.12 The derived masses for the central clump in each source using our NOEMA observa-
tions of C17O and continuum (top) and C18O J=1-0 from Fehér et al. (2017).

gas masses. This is to be expected if the C18O J=1-0 emission was more optically thick than C17O
J=2-1. It is worth noting, however, that the exact emission areas between surveys may differ. We
find V1057 Cyg to be significantly more massive than its FU Ori counterparts and its C18O mass.
In our continuum observations, there appear to be two central maxima corresponding to V1057
Cyg being a binary system and it has previously been identified as a tentative binary system. No
other source in our sample is a confirmed binary system, although that cannot be ruled out. Other
than than, V1057 Cyg appears to be comparable or average to our other four sources in terms of its
bolometric luminosity, local temperature, stellar type, time since outburst, and continuum mass.

In Figure B.9 we also compare our C17O-derived disk gas mass to that estimated from the dust
continuum. The mass derived from the continuum correlates with our derived C17O mass. V1057
Cyg and V1647 Ori stick out as outliers, with V1057 cyg having a higher C17O derived total gas
mass than from the continuum and V1647 Ori being lower mass. The continuum emission from
V1647 Ori stands out as the brightest in our sample, and the peak of that intensity corresponds to
a dip in C17O emission, suggesting that the continuum there is optically thick, and is blocking out
some C17O emission, thus producing a lower gas mass than is actually present. V1057 Cyg sticks
out again is being more massive than would have been assumed than just continuum flux, and a gas
to dust ratio of ⇡200-300 would be needed to reproduce the mass from C17O. The other possibility
is that the continuum from V1057 Cyg is optically thick, or has large grains that hold most of the
mass which is invisible to these observations.
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Our most massive source, V1057 Cyg, is also the most molecule-rich. It appears to have re-
leased the molecular complexity that is expected in the ice, and these sublimated ices have re-
mained in the gas perhaps since its outburst in 1970. Although we have not derived chemical
abundances, based on the detected molecular lines the composition appears similar to that of the
volatile content on the grains sublimated into the gas-phase keeping the expected level of molecu-
lar complexity. This is very similar to another outbursting source: V883 Ori. V883 Ori has been
extensively observed with ALMA and has successful detections of COMs, HDO and H18

2O. It
would be insightful to also observe V1057 Cyg with the sensitivity of ALMA, overlapping with
the observed lines in V883 Ori. V883 Ori does not have as much envelope structure as V1057 Cyg,
thus represents a slightly more evolved system. Comparing the molecular complexity in these two
sources would shed light onto how volatile chemistry evolves.

All other sources only had H2CO and SO detections. These molecules are commonly seen
in disks and young stellar objects. H2CO is one of the most abundant COMs seen in the gas,
although it is expected that CH3OH is the most common COM when considering the ice and gas
reservoir combined, so it is surprising that there were no detections of CH3OH in these four other
sources. This suggests that the ice reservoir has frozen back onto grains in the time since the
original outburst. Using Equation 1 in Visser et al. (2015), an assumed freeze-out temperature
of 50 K and 50 years post-outburst, the number density of the medium is required to be ⇡ 108

cm�3. SO is usually a warm gas-tracer, or shock tracer. The SO emission is unresolved, so it is
impossible to disentangle the emission from a disk or an outflow. With such a limited series of
molecular complexity in very warm systems, this poses more questions. Did the initial outburst
shock or warm up the surrounding medium to a level in which COMs were broken apart, and a
reset-chemistry remains today? Or were these molecules removed from the gas in another way?
They could be frozen out in deeper layers that have cooled off over time, or chemically removed.
If the majority of FU Ori-type outbursts result in a ‘reset’ chemistry that would have a profound
impact on our understanding of the chemical environment in which planets and small bodies are
formed in.

These question cannot be answered with this data, and requires follow up. The fact that most of
these outbursting sources did not show a level of chemical complexity that is seen in V883 Ori or
V1057 Cyg was not expected. A wider survey of these sources, probing the masses and chemical
inventory could shed light on the process that is impacting this chemistry and how common it
might be. NOEMA has proven to be a powerful tool to conduct such a survey, and the SMA offers
similar observing capabilities and probes more of the southern sky as well.
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6.5 Conclusion

Using the NOEMA interferometer, we observed five outbursting sources, three FU Ori objects and
two EX Ori/Peculiar sources. C17O was detected in each source and was found to be optically
thin, thus a mass tracer. We found masses of the centrally peaked clumps from 0.06-1.97 M� and
“cloud” masses of 0.79-16.3 M�. A molecular inventory of each source was taken, and it was found
that V1057 Cyg was uniquely molecularly rich, with long COMs, four different sulfur-bearing
molecules, and a water detection. The other four sources only had H2CO, SO, and SO2 detections
in addition to the CO. This could suggest a reset-chemistry in certain out-bursting environments.
More follow-up observations and modeling should be done to explain this pattern.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis is motivated by characterization of protoplanetary disks using the high resolution ob-
servations and thermo-chemical modeling. Producing 2D thermo-chemical models that reproduce
multiple observations originating from distinct regions of the disk was not trivial. However, when
implemented successfully, proved to be powerful. In Chapter 2, along with an HD flux, the mass
of the disk around TW Hya was constrained and the strong degeneracy between CO flux and disk
mass was shown. In Chapter 3, using the same technique of reproducing radial profiles of CO and
its isotopologues, our model already well-reproduced the 2D emitting heights derived by direct
observations. This suggests that our initial assumption on the density distribution, and reproduc-
ing radial profiles from 12CO through C17O gives a valid 2D simulation of the disk. Chapter 4
used the models derived from Chapters 2 and 3 to provide a solution to an open question in the
field. I showed that by relying on the likely effects of dust evolution, the high flux we see from
CH3CN can be explained naturally when a slight increase in the UV flux in the densest parts of the
disk. Chapter 5 moved away from large-scale 2D thermo-chemical reproductions, and was a purely
theoretical exploration of the impacts on water UV-shielding and excess chemical heating on the
H2O/H18

2O ratio, and their resultant spectra. This will motivate future JWST work. In Chapter 6,
I present new observations of five FU Ori objects, revealing their ice and gas chemistry as well as
their masses using the optically thin tracer C17O. All together, these chapters motivate the use of
2D thermo-chemical models to gain a detailed understand of the planet-forming environment.

In the near future, direct connections between planets and their birth environments will be pos-
sible. JWST is set to spend >500 hours characterizing exoplanet atmospheres and protoplanetary
inner-disks. Lines detectable by JWST will primarily emit from the upper atmosphere of the disk,
while terrestrial planets and hot Jupiters are likely accreting material from a coinciding radius, but
at the midplane.

The use of 2D thermo-chemical models is necessary to extrapolate JWST observations to the
inner disk, and provide that direct connection from planets to their natal conditions. The vast ma-
jority of known exoplanets exist within 10 au (See Figure 7.1). Thus, the planet forming zone
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extends from <1au out to tens of au. ALMA has been the state-of-the-art instrument for proto-
planetary disk characterization, however it is only sensitive to the outer disk, beyond ⇡ten au.
JWST is required to fill in our knowledge gap. It will probe warmer temperatures, thus material
closer to the host star. State-of-the-art models and observations will be necessary in order to create
the most highly constrained protoplanetary disk models available, probing all the way down to the
planet-forming midplane. This will involve advanced modeling of both JWST and ALMA data,
and uniquely will provide insight to the midplane deep within the disk. This thesis has set the field
up for success to complete these goals.

7.1 Using the C/O ratio as a Tracer of Planet Formation His-
tory

Chemical signatures found in exoplanet atmospheres contain information regarding where they
formed within a protoplanetary disk. The C/O ratio is a fantastic formation tracer, as it changes as
a function of radius between the gas and ice populations (see Fig. 7.1). At critical snowlines, the
C/O ratio will increase or decrease as key carbon and oxygen carrying molecules freeze-out onto
grains. Planets form at the midplane and first accrete solid material to form the planetary core, then
gaseous material into its atmosphere. Thus, the chemical fingerprint at a specific radial location is
inherited into the bulk chemical composition of a given planet. Jupiter exhibits an enhanced C (and
N) abundance, and this has suggested that it must have formed beyond the CO and N2 snowlines,
or past 30 au(Bosman et al., 2019; Öberg & Wordsworth, 2019). In addition to radial variation, the
C/O ratio may also change over time due to chemical and physical evolution in the protoplanetary
disk system, adding temporal information encoded into an exoplanet’s observed C/O ratio.

To connect a planet’s unique chemical signature to a location and time of formation requires
advancements from two distinct fields.

1. More exoplanet atmospheres need to have characterized C/O ratios.

2. The C/O ratio need to be spatially mapped out throughout a variety of protoplanetary disks
all the way down to the midplane.

Advancement (1) is now possible (Madhusudhan et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2021c) and is an
actively growing field. I will lead the field in Advancement (2). This requires the combination of
JWST and ALMA observing capabilities in concert with 2D thermo-chemical modeling.

7.1.1 Unveiling the Inner Disk Environment

The inner disk acts as an influential medium in which stellar radiation must pass through before
accessing the outer disk, from which most of our current protoplanetary disk understanding is
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derived. The inner disk as we know it hosts a unique physical environment and geometry. How
the inner disk physical environment may affect JWST spectra has yet to be explored. A theoretical
exploration of the inner disk geometry and host star properties on IR observations is long overdue.
With Spitzer and optical-based observations, there are predictions for a dust free region, a distinct
inner disk scale height, and inner disk radius that is dictated by the mass accretion rate onto the
star. It is an open question as to how these regions alone may affect the formation of exoplanets.
However, they will have a profound effect on IR spectral features due to how they influence local
temperature and emitting areas. Understanding the unique effect or degeneracies that these inner
disk physical parameters will have on molecular spectra need to be identified in order to accurately
extract 2D thermal structures and chemical distributions.

I propose constructing a grid of 2D thermo-chemical models that span multiple inner disk scale
heights, the existence or non-existence of a dust-free zone, and inner radii limits based on observed
mass accretion rates for typical JWST sources. For each model, JWST spectra can be simulated
focusing on the most frequently observed molecular lines (i.e. H2O, C2H2, CO2) and a spectral
energy distribution. Unique spectral features can be identified that will tell us what the inner disk
environment is like. For example, high accreting stars are predicted to have an inner disk edge
that is farther away from the star. That distant inner disk boundary will likely result in a brighter
mid-IR flux in the spectral energy distribution. The results from this grid of models could be
used by the broader community to analyze JWST spectra. With this project, any JWST observer
could glean information concerning the inner disk geometry and thermal structure from a JWST
spectrum without the need to run time-consuming 2D thermo-chemical codes.

Figure 7.1 The distribution of semi-major orbital distance across the known exoplanet population
in context with the C/O ratio across a typical protoplanetary disk. Overplotted in grey are an
example of how the C/O ratio changes through a typical solar-mass protoplanetary disk based on
the location of critical snowlines, distinct radial positions where H2O, CO2, and CO freeze-out
onto grains. C/O data is extrapolated from Figure 1 in Öberg, Murray-Clay & Bergin 2011.
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7.2 Specialized Models of Disks Focused on the Main Planet
Forming Zone

To understand the planet-forming zone with high certainty, it is essential to focus on individual
disks. Many disks will be widely observed with both ALMA and JWST in dust and molecu-
lar lines that probe many overlapping heights and radial extents. Observations from ALMA and
JWST need to be considered in tandem so that the full picture of this key planet-forming region
is understood. Currently, simple slab models are being used to identify molecular species within
the first spectra from JWST. More advanced disk modeling will complement these initial mod-
els and utilize their retrieved chemical abundances. A model which reproduces as many of these
observations as possible towards a single disk will create a highly constrained chemical and physi-
cal environment, and provide an ideal laboratory for exploring the connection between exoplanets
and disks. Reproducing multiple observations simultaneously is computationally expensive and
requires many rounds of human-driven iteration in order to converge to a solution.
Does the C/O ratio change between the inner and outer disk? Many known exoplanets now
exist within 1 au of their host star, but did they form there? To answer that question, we must
characterize the C/O ratio within the inner disk throughout a variety of protoplanetary disks. This
will be done with JWST. Highly constrained models should be made for the first few disks observed
using the new JWST spectra and all available ALMA archival data. This will result in the first-ever
2D maps of the chemical distribution all the way down to the planet-forming midplane that include
strong constraints on the inner disk. With JWST spectra, a C/O ratio of the inner disk will be
determined. Follow up observations with ALMA of C2H, CH3CN, HC3N will be sought towards
all disks with an JWST-constrained inner disk environment and otherwise poorly constrained outer
disk environment. These models will show if the inner disk hosts a unique environment, unlike
what we have seen in the outer disk, or if the inner and outer parts of the disk are chemically
related. Either answer will have a tremendous impact on the chemical signatures imprinted onto
forming exoplanets.
Does the C/O ratio evolve over time? Increasingly the Class II protoplanetary disks that have been
observed with ALMA tend to exhibit C/O ratios that are above that of the sun and ISM (see Fig.
7.2). When and how the C/O ratio increases within a disk is not well constrained. Bergner et al.
(2020) presented a survey of disks including 12 gas-rich evolved dsiks (Class II); half are less than
4 Myrs while the other half are older than 4 Myrs. The survey observed volatile material, including
C2H which is only present in gas with a high C/O ratio. The majority of these disks are slated to
be observed with JWST, adding information from the inner disk. I will aim to produce 2D thermo-
chemical models that reproduce the archival C2H data and future JWST data that traces the C/O
ratio in the inner disk (i.e. C2H2, CO2). Trends in the C/O ratio between young and old gas-rich
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Figure 7.2 Derived C/O values in disks (lines) and directly imaged exoplanets (points). Image
credit: E. Bergin

disks should be sought out.

7.3 Complex Organic Molecules as a Signpost for High C/O
ratios and the Late-stages of Planet Formation

My previous work presents a major breakthrough in the way we look at the chemical environment
present during the final stages of planet formation. I predict UV-enhanced, carbon-rich chemistry
present in older gas-rich disks. However, this hypothesis is built upon measurements of only
two disks, and the Molecules with ALMA at Planet Forming Scales survey represents the largest
sample of disks with COMs emission. This survey contains five disks, which present a biased
sample, as they are some of the brightest and most massive disks. I propose to prove or disprove
this theory, and constrain its effect on final chemical signatures. This can be addressed in two radio
observation based projects.

CH3CN and HC3N have been the targets of recent ALMA programs towards planet-forming
disks, and their emission can be used to trace the C/O ratio near the midplane and inner disk.
Within the ⇡10 disks that have been targeted so far, these molecules appear to be common and
with emission that is brighter than predicted (e.g. Bergner et al., 2018) and require super-stellar
values of C/O (Cleeves et al., 2018; Calahan et al., 2023). Most of the C/O derivations within
protoplanetary disks come from the easier-to-observe C2H, however C2H primarily probes the
atmosphere of the gaseous disk (Bosman et al., 2021c), not the planet forming midplane nor inner
disk. CH3CN and HC3N are seen to emit from denser and cooler regions, much closer to or directly
overlapping with these key planet-forming regions (see Fig. 2, Ilee et al., 2021). A broad survey of
CH3CN and HC3N will constrain the C/O ratio within the midplane and inner disk, and will link
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atmospheric C2H ALMA observations and warm inner disk C/O data from JWST.
Second, we should look for more COMs in the disks we believe this carbon-rich chemistry to

exist. My thermo-chemical model with a photo-chemical equilibrium in a high C/O environment
predicts more COMs to be highly abundant in the gas such as HC5N, C3H3, and C6H. However,
these large COMs have not been targeted towards any protoplanetary disks. The successful detec-
tion of COMs that my model predicts would act as a signpost to a unique end-stage chemistry for
forming planets.

7.4 Concluding Remarks

The future of the characterization of planetary formation environments is full of potential and many
different avenues that need to be explored! We live in time where we can probe down to planet-
forming scales in disks 100s of light years away and can observe the terrestrial-planet forming gas
to make direct connections to exoplanets using chemistry. Observations alone will not lead to the
connections between protoplanetary disks and exoplanets. These high resolution observations need
to be interpreted and understood by using disk models. These models eventually need to account
for dust evolution, chemistry, and hydrodynamics as each of these will impact forming planets and
features and patterns found in observations.
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APPENDIX A

TW Hya Mass and Temperature Appendix

A.1 Parameter Effects on Simulated Observations

Through exploration of our model and the parameter space of the properties listed in Table 2.3, we
find that CO emission is most strongly affected by gas and small dust parameters. Here we list how
the CO integrated intensity profiles respond to changes in parameters. These findings are specific
to this TW Hya model, but can be extrapolated to similarly inclined gaseous disks. The following
discussion is based off of the model parameter values from Zhang et al. (2019) presented in Figure
A.1:

A.1.1 � : Power-law Index of Surface Density

� is a power-law index for the surface density (see Equation 2.1) with a maximum value of two.
Increasing � affects the distribution by concentrating the given component (gas, dust) towards the
inner disk region, increasing the column density of gas and dust. A decrease in � results in a more
even distribution of the mass component. It has the strongest effect on the emission arising from
the inner 25 AU, especially for the rare isotopologues. Altering gamma from 0.75 to 0.9 in both
small dust and gas results in very little change in 12CO 2-1 and 3-2, but at least a 10% increase
across all C18O lines. In our final model, we increased � in both the gas and small dust, as they are
coupled, from 0.75 to 0.85 which aided in adding to the intensity in the inner 25 AU.

A.1.2  : Power-law Index For Scale Height

Typical  values are between 1.1 and 1.2 for TW Hya, and affects the scale height over different
radii, with an increase in the flaring as  increases. Changes in  down to 0.05 have a significant
effect on the final integrated intensity profiles. Generally, lowering  results in an increase in
intensity in the inner disk (< 25 AU), and beyond ⇡ 25 AU features are ‘smoothed’ ouft. This
is due to the increase of gas surface density towards the inner AU when flaring decreases. The
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Figure A.1 The integrated line profiles of CO and its isotopologues from ALMA observations
(solid lines) and the simulated observations from RAC2D using model parameters from Zhang
et al. (2019), and listed in Table 2.3

most extreme value of  we explored was 1.6, and at that point the modeled intensity profiles
plummeted down to between 25% of their original flux to zero within 20 AU. Beyond 20 AU,
there is emission comparable to the original model. The thermal profile derived from the initial
parameters (shown in Table 2.3 and discussed in Section 2.2.3) produced CO lines that were too
dim within 25 AU by a factor of 2 in 12CO, 13CO 6-5, C18O 6-5 and ⇠ 30% in 13CO and C18O 3-2.
We find that the only way to significantly brighten the inner regions while simultaneously keeping
the intensity in the outer regions low is to allow the gas and small dust to have slightly different  
values. The gas component is given a  value of 1.1, while the small dust is given  = 1.2. Due
to the fact that our critical radius is beyond the gaseous radius, even though the dust has a higher
flaring angle, it lies below the gas. This creates a thin region at the upper layer of the disk where
only gas resides; this region has a thickness of ⇠ 1.2% of a given radius. In this gas-rich layer, CO
and HD lines become brighter, noticeably within the inner few AU. There are no other parameters
that we explored that accomplished this, the closest being �, which increases emission within 50
AU, but smooths out the feature beyond 50 AU.
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Figure A.2 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with � in the gas and small dust = 0.5.
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Figure A.3 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with � in the gas and small dust = 1.1.
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Figure A.4 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with  in the gas and small dust = 0.4.
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Figure A.5 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with  in the gas and small dust = 1.6.
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Figure A.6 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with a gas mass equal to 0.01 M�

A.1.3 Gas Mass

An increase in the total gas mass increases the intensity from each line along all radii. A higher gas
mass results in a higher column density for each molecule, and some of the CO lines (especially
12CO 2-1) are already optically thick in explored mass range. There are also isotopologues whose
emission is not fully optically thick in the lower mass models, thus changes in their column have
a strong effect on their flux. Increasing the gas mass from 0.01 to 0.02 M� doubles the peak
integrated flux in C18O, a 25% increase in 13CO, and 12CO 3-2 and an increase of ⇠ 20% in 12CO
2-1. Our best-fit model has a disk mass of 0.023 solar masses. We arrived at this value only after
the gas and small dust components of our model were given different values. With a gas mass of
0.05 M� and  gas = 1.1 and  small dust = 1.2, the HD flux increases by a factor of two, and emission
in CO at large radii also increases by a factor of 2-3 depending on the isotopologue. Due to this, a
decrease in total gas mass is justified. Decreasing the mass to 0.023 M� brings the HD flux back
down to what Herschel observed, and brings the CO emission back down to values that agree with
ALMA observations.
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Figure A.7 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with a gas mass equal to 0.06 M�
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Figure A.8 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with a total small dust mass equal to 2.5 ⇥ 10�5 M�

A.1.4 Small Dust Component Mass

Given a constant gas mass of 0.05 M� and a starting small dust mass of 1.0 ⇥10�4 M� or higher,
decreasing the small dust mass has a similar effect as increasing gas mass. At 1.0 ⇥10�4 M�

and lower, flux beyond 20 AU increases at a faster rate than within 20 AU, leading to exaggerated
features, such as the plateaus in C18O 2-1 and 3-2 becoming peaks at small dust masses less than
2.5 ⇥10�5 M�. The small dust population absorbs and scatters radiation and in some instances
leads to a CO line profile that is extincted. Eliminating small dust allows for the gas that exists
to emit more freely as a major opacity source is removed. The small dust mass is particularly
impactful on the HD emission, because the small dust governs the propagation of UV radiation,
with smaller dust masses allowing UV photons from the star to penetrate deeper layers of the disk,
directly affecting the gas heating terms. This helps populate the HD J=1 level, increasing the HD
J=1-0 line flux. In our final model, we were not strongly motivated to change the small dust mass
beyond what had been initially predicted, but it could be a useful lever in future modeling of disks.
At present the strongest constraint on the mass of the small dust is the SED and scattered light
emission form the surface.
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Figure A.9 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with a total small dust mass equal to 5 ⇥ 10�4 M�
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Figure A.10 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with rexpout in the gas and small dust = 60 AU

A.1.5 rexp : Outer Tapering Radius

At this specified radius the abundance of a component exponentially decreases. Altering the rexp

effects outer disk emission, as it significantly depletes the corresponding component. It is only
significant in 12CO 2-1 and 3-2, as these are the only intensity profiles with emission beyond 100
AU. If the gas and small dust rexp value becomes less than the large dust rexp, the effect is much
stronger and acts similar to decreasing �.

A.1.6 hc: Characteristic Height

An increase of the height of the disk results in an increase in intensity across all radii and in all
molecules, with the ones most strongly affected being the least abundant. A change in scale height
increases the column that one observes, which then increases the flux of an optically thin molecule.
However, this does not strongly affect optically thick molecules. An increase of two times the scale
height only results in a ⇠ 5 % increase in peak intensity in 12CO 2-1 and a full 20% increase in the
least common isotopologue transition considered here, C18O 6-5.

The scale height, scale radius,  , and � of the large dust population do not have strong effects
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Figure A.11 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with rexpout in the gas and small dust = 200 AU
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Figure A.12 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with hc in the gas and small dust = 8.4 AU

on the CO line profiles. The temperature of the star also does not have a strong effect; a change in
1000 K resulted in only a 1% increase across all lines.

The parameters we find having the largest impact on the CO and HD flux were: gas mass,
the flaring parameter  , surface density distribution parameter �, and small dust mass. The gas
mass affects all CO lines, and has a stronger influence on the optically thin lines.  and � both
redistribute flux between the inner and outer regions of the disk depending on where the majority
of the gas component is located. The small dust mass was not a parameter that needed to be altered
from its initial value, but has a strong effect on the HD flux and could be utilized in future studies
as long as the SED is taken into account.
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Figure A.13 The integrated intensity profiles of observations and a model based of the initial model
(A.1) but with hc in the gas and small dust = 84 AU

Figure A.14 ALMA observation of 13C18O J=3-2 line emission (middle panel) as compared to our
final TW Hya modeled 13C18O J=3-2 flux (left panel), and the residual (right panel). Contours are
trace the location of 9 and 13 mJy flux values.
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APPENDIX B

HD 163296 Temperature Appendix

B.1 Parameter Exploration Analysis

Our model of the HD 163296 disk based on the density structure from Z21 with an updated CO
depletion profile reproduces radial profiles from all lines except 12CO J=2-1 relatively well (see
Figure B.1). Thus, this initial model appears to roughly represent the 2D thermal structure, but
cannot reproduce the disk layers at which 12CO J=2-1 emission originates, as this line is under-
predicted by a factor of about two within the brightest region (within 50 au). However, improve-
ments can be made to all lines except for C18O J=2-1 (and arguably 13CO 1-0) because they are
slightly underpredicted in the inner 75 au, while slightly overpredicted in the outer disk. In order
to achieve a more complete and accurate thermal profile, it is worth exploring the sensitivity of the
radial emission profiles to the disk physical parameters.

Throughout the parameter exploration, we did not alter the CO depletion profile. We find that
the CO depletion is only degenerate with disk physical parameters that affect the total gas mass
or mass distribution (�). When the scale height, characteristic radius, or flaring parameter are
changed, we find that there is no single CO depletion profile that brings all lines of CO towards
what is observed.

We ran a set of models that explored the parameter space of gas mass, small dust mass, flaring
parameter ( ), surface density power-index (�), characteristic radius (rc), critical height (hc), and
radial extent and allowed for the temperature to evolve in a new physical environment. Because
HD 163296 has been widely studied, we determined the range exploration based on literature
values. There has been a wide array of gas mass estimates, from as low as 8⇥ 10�3 up to 0.58 M�

(Isella et al., 2007; Williams & Best, 2014; Boneberg et al., 2016; Miotello et al., 2016; Williams
& McPartland, 2016; Woitke et al., 2019; Booth et al., 2019; Powell et al., 2019; Kama et al.,
2020b). Our initial gas mass is 0.14 M�, which is on the higher end, thus we created three models
that are lower in mass, and one higher in mass: 8 ⇥ 10�3, 1 ⇥ 10�2, 6.7 ⇥ 10�2 (predicted gas
upper limit based on the HD 1-0 flux (Kama et al., 2020b)), and 0.21 M� (the HD 163296 disk
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mass estimate from Booth et al. (2019)). In terms of small dust mass, the SED constrains the range
of exploration. We start with a mass of 1 ⇥ 10�4 M�, and explore values above and below this
with the extremes being clear under and over predictions of the SED flux beyond 10µm : 1⇥ 10�6

M�, 1⇥ 10�5 M�, 1⇥ 10�3 M�, 1⇥ 10�2 M�. Flaring for HD 163296 has also had a wide range
of estimates throughout the literature, and different studies assume both flat and flared disks. We
explore models that use  values above and below what we have used (1.08). This includes 0.05,
1.0, 1.6, 2.2 (Tilling et al., 2012; de Gregorio-Monsalvo et al., 2013; Woitke et al., 2019; Kama
et al., 2020b). The surface density index, �, has a natural limit in our description of surface density
(see Equation 1). We explore values above and below our initial value of 0.8: 0.2, 0.6, 1.2, and
1.8. There is 12CO J=2-1 detected out to 600 au, thus we only explored values above that for rout:
700, 1000, and 1200 au. For rc, hc we explore four values, the lowest of which corresponds to the
mm-dust distribution, and the largest being double our initially inferred value.

Changes in gas mass, small dust mass and scale height have similar effects on the CO radial
profiles, increasing or decreasing the CO intensity with increasing/decreasing gas mass and scale
height and decreasing/increasing small dust mass. Changing the scale height will increase or de-
crease the CO flux along all radii for all transitions (see B.6), while small dust mass and gas mass
effect some lines more than others (see Figures B.2 and Figures B.3). For example, changes in the
mass of the gas or small dust populations do not have as strong an effect on 12CO J 2-1 as it does
on nearly every other line. While mass changes in these two populations appear to have similar
effects, any degeneracy between the two can be broken as the small dust population is constrained
by the SED. As the flaring parameter,  , increases, emission is enhanced in the outer disk (the
divide between ‘outer’ and ‘inner’ disk depends on the characteristic radius). As  decreases,
there is a significant increase in the inner disk (see Figure B.5). We found for this model that
even small changes in  strongly affect the final radial profile across all lines. The surface density
power-index, �, tends to leave the flux in the inner few au unaffected, but with a smaller � more
emission can be found farther out in the disk (see Figure B.4). This is due to the fact that a smaller
� produces a population that is more evenly distributed. The characteristic radius affects both the
height and surface density of a given population, with lower rc values producing a rapid increase
in height and a turn over the surface density at a shorter radius (see Figure B.7). The combination
of these two effects produces radial profiles that are brighter for smaller critical radii. The outer
radius values we explored did not produce significantly different CO radial profiles, due to the fact
that the majority of the emission from all lines exists within 400 au, thus an outer radius cut off
well beyond this limit does not affect the observed emission (see Figure B.8).

After this exploration of parameter space, and subsequently creating a number of models that
altered multiple parameters simultaneously, we determined that the best set of parameters were the
ones that were used by Z21. Keeping with these values, the derived thermal structure matches five
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Figure B.1 Radial emission profiles as predicted by the initial HD 163296 model based on Z21
(Z21) compared to the observed profiles (solid line). Parameters are listed in Table 3.3. This
model uses the CO depletion calculated in Z21, applied before the temperature calculation, the
chemistry runs for 0.01 Myr, and this model lacks the excess heating found necessary to reproduce
the 12CO J=2-1 observation

out of six of the radial intensity profiles relatively well and is the best �2 fit for the SED (per Z21).

B.2 Gas Temperature Structures in HD 163296 Models from
the Literature

There has been one other recent attempt to characterize the 2D thermal structure of the HD 163296
disk specifically, using a thermo-chemical code, matching multiple line observations and the SED.
Those results are presented in Woitke et al. (2019). They use the thermo-chemical code ProDiMo
(PROtoplanetary DIsk MOdel Woitke et al., 2009; Kamp et al., 2010; Woitke et al., 2016) and
derive a disk model that reproduces observed line fluxes from infrared to millimeter wavelengths
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Figure B.2 Modeled radial emission profiles of HD 163296 model based on Z21 compared to the
observed profiles (solid line). These models exhibit varying gas mass: 0.2 M� which is a mass
prediction for HD 163296 by Booth et al. (2019) and 0.008 M� which is the smallest predicted
mass in literature.
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Figure B.3 Modeled radial emission profiles of HD 163296 model based on Z21 compared to the
observed profiles (solid line). These models vary in small dust mass: 2 ⇥ 10�6 M� and 2 ⇥ 10�2

M�. The small dust mass is constrained by the SED, and these limits represent dust mass values
that are just under and over predicting the SED.
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Figure B.4 Modeled radial emission profiles of HD 163296 model based on Z21 compared to the
observed profiles (solid line). The models vary in surface density index, � =0.2 and 1.8. There is a
limit for � of 0 - 2 based on our definition of surface density, thus we explored values at the upper
and lower ends of that natural range.
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Figure B.5 Modeled radial emission profiles of HD 163296 model based on Z21 compared to the
observed profiles (solid line). These models exhibit varying gas mass: 0.2 M� which is a mass
prediction for HD 163296 by Booth et al. (2019) and 0.008 M� which is the smallest predicted
mass in literature.
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Figure B.6 Modeled radial emission profiles of HD 163296 model based on Z21 compared to the
observed profiles (solid line). These models vary in scale height. We explore scale height values
as low as what has been used to describe the large grain population, to as high as twice as what we
originally predicted.
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Figure B.7 Modeled radial emission profiles of HD 163296 model based on Z21 compared to the
observed profiles (solid line). These models vary in characteristic radius. We explore characteristic
radius values as low as what has been used to describe the large grain population, to as high as twice
as what we originally predicted.
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Figure B.8 Modeled radial emission profiles of HD 163296 model based on Z21 compared to the
observed profiles (solid line). These models vary in outer radius. We explore radius values as low
as 600 au, which is the largest radial extent of the observed 12CO, to twice that size.

within a factor of about two, along with the observed SED. The model outputs from Woitke et al.
(2019) are available publicly, and we compare our final thermal structure to their results in Figure
B.9. The dust temperatures in both models are very similar, with the disk in our model being
slightly more flared. The gas temperatures are very similar within ⇠ 200 au, while past 300 au
the ProDiMo model has a much hotter disk than what this study predicts. That relatively hot
temperature most likely would affect the spatially resolved radial profiles, namely 12CO J=2-1
which emits beyond 300 au.

There are a few possible reasons as to why that study did not find it necessary to invoke ad-
ditional heating in the layers at which 12CO J=2-1 primarily emits. A key difference between
the two models is the underlying gas mass; 0.58 M� from Woitke et al. (2019) vs. 0.14 M� in
this study (although the ProDiMo model used a pre-Gaia distance of 119 pc, as opposed to the
Gaia determined 101 pc). Additionally, the ProDiMo model utilizes an enhanced gas/dust ratio
of > 100 throughout the whole disk, and an even higher ratio within the inner few au . In our
case, depleting small dust within the inner tens of 10 au in our model did not appear to rectify the
difference between predicted and observed 12CO J=2-1. The gas temperature in the inner 4 au of
the ProDiMo model is on the order of 500 K or more, which we do not see in our model, and none
of our observations constrain gas temperatures at such small scales. ProDiMo specifically models
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Figure B.9 A comparison between this work’s HD 163296 thermal structure that best reproduces
the CO radial profiles, and the HD 163296 specific model from Woitke et al. (2019). The two
contours in black follow 19K and 25K.

the inner disk separately from the outer disk, and the temperature within this region is significantly
warmer than the outer disk region.
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Table B.1. CO upper level transitions

Transition Model Flux Observed Flux Model in
Integrated Intensity [1 ⇥ 10�17 W m�2] Observed Range?

5-4 0.504 1.04 ± 0.4 2�
6-5 0.677 0.74 ± 0.29 1�
7-6 0.807 0.9 ± 0.3 1�
8-7 0.847 1.24 ± 0.55 1�
9-8 0.766 0.91 ± 0.4 1�

10-9 0.628 1.17 ± 0.35 2�
11-10 0.566 1.13 ± 0.35 2�
12-11 0.586 1.17 ± 0.35 2�
13-12 0.606 1.52 ± 0.4 3�
14-13 0.626 <1.6 True
15-14 0.648 1.03 ± 0.5 1�
16-15 0.668 <1.3 True
17-16 0.680 0.75 ± 0.25 1�
18-17 0.682 <0.9 True
19-18 0.671 <0.9 True
20-19 0.65 <0.9 True
21-20 0.621 <0.9 True
22-21 0.587 <0.9 True
23-22 0.549 <0.9 True

Note. — Observed flux values are from Fedele et al. (2016) and references
therein. Quoted errors are the 1� noise measured in the continuum nearby
each line. The right-most column shows whether the modeled flux agrees
within 1, 2, or 3� of the observation, or ‘True’ if the modeled flux is below an
upper limit.
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APPENDIX C

UV-Chemistry Supplementary Information

UV-Chemistry Appendix

TW Hya

We additionally produced a thermo-chemical model representing the disk around T Tauri star TW
Hya. TW Hya is approximately 10 Myrs old(Thi et al., 2010) and hosts the closest Class II disk at
59.9 pc(Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018). TW Hya has been widely observed in multiple gas and
dust tracers with high spatial resolution (⇠10 au)(Andrews et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2018). It also
exhibits bright CH3CN coming from ⇠33 K gas(Loomis et al., 2018). Our modeling efforts of TW
Hya follow that of Calahan et al. 2021a(Calahan et al., 2021c) which sets up a thermo-chemical
model of the disk by reproducing the spectral-energy distribution (SED), the full line intensity and
morphology of seven CO isotopologue transitions, and an HD J=1-0 observation from the Hershel
PACS instrument(Bergin et al., 2013). To reproduce all CO radial profiles as well as the HD flux,
the small dust in the upper layers of the atmosphere of the TW Hya disk were effectively depleted
slightly(Calahan et al., 2021c) due to having a slightly lower flaring angle than the gas population.
This was enough small dust depletion to reproduce the available CH3CN lines from Loomis et al.
2018a given a C/O ratio equal to 1.0 (see Figure C.1). This disk is an additional piece of evidence
supporting our evolved chemistry proposal.

Implications on Other Molecules

This introduction of a late-stage photo-chemical equilibrium was motivated by observations of
CH3CN, HC3N, and HCN. However, the late-stage chemistry would have an effect on other
molecules as well. We predict in addition to these organic molecules, molecules such as CXH,
CXH2, and HCXN will be abundant in the gas, enhanced by the cycle of carbon chemistry that
reproduces observed CH3CN and HC3N. The main carbon carrier, CO, is largely unaffected by the
increase in photo-chemistry. CO is largely in the gas phase in previous models that do not include
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this ‘late-stage’ chemistry and in the region in which CH3CN was added into the gas, CO was
already primarily in the gas phase. We find a slight depletion of CO in the upper atmosphere of the
disk due to the CO photodissociation layer being pushed down, and there is a slight enhancement
of CO in the midplane due to the UV-enhancement. However this accounts for less than 1% of the
total abundance of CO thus did not have a strong impact on the modeled radial profiles. Another
key molecule is H2O. In our models, we do not initialize our model with H2O, thus there is very
little water to be affected by this ‘late-stage’ chemistry. Observational results of Du et al. 2017(Du
et al., 2017) support this as they found a low overall abundance in H2O in disks with a survey of
13 protoplanetary disks. CH3CN nor HC3N would be seen to be at a high abundance if gas-phase
H2O was in high abundance in the disk as it would disrupt the carbon-rich chemistry.

SED Degeneracy

The depletion of small grains will affect the observed spectral energy distribution (SED) from each
disk. TW Hya’s dust population was not altered from that of Calahan et al. 2021a(Calahan et al.,
2021c) and continues to match its observed SED. A depletion of a factor of 10 in the small dust
population around HD 163296 would cause a dimming in the mid-infrared part of the SED. How-
ever, the small dust abundance, the distribution of dust grain size, and the assumed dust opacity
sources are degenerate in the ways they may affect the disk SED. We modeled protoplanetary disk
SEDs using the code TORUS(Harries et al., 2004, 2019). TORUS is a Monte Carlo radiative trans-
fer code utilizing radiative equilibrium(Lucy, 1999) and silicate grains(Draine & Lee, 1984). In
Figure C.7, we show a series of SEDs produced from models motivated by our thermo-chemical
model of HD 163296 including the stellar parameters and dust distribution in Table 1 from Cala-
han et al. 2021b(Calahan et al., 2021b). We find that by varying the minimum dust grain radius
or the power law index, we can account for a factor of 10 in UV attenuation. The total population
mass, grain size, and how the grain sizes are distributed are strongly degenerate and can result in
uncertainties of the dust mass by a factor of at least 10. Thus our depletion of small dust continues
to reproduce all previous observables including the SED.

MRI Instability

With the increase in UV flux deeper into the disk, more ions are created. Ions can be coupled
with the magnetic fields that thread through the disk and interact with the bulk gas creating tur-
bulence. This mechanism is called the magneto-rotational instability or MRI(Balbus & Hawley,
1991). Magneto-hydrodynamical processes are assumed to be present throughout protoplanetary
disks due to young star’s active magnetic field, and are thought to be one of the main drivers of
angular momentum transport (Chandrasekhar, 1960). An MRI-active zone may drive the bulk of
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the mass transportation in the disk and activate accretion onto the star, two vital processes that
determine the future of a young solar system. It is thought that planet formation may be aided
within ‘dead-zones’ where MRI is non-active(Gressel et al., 2012). The magnetic Reynolds num-
ber (Re) and ambipolar diffusion term (Am) are two quantities that help quantify the presence of
an MRI-active zone. The Reynolds number quantifies the level of coupling between ionized gas
and magnetic fields and is defined as

Re ⌘ csh

D
⇡ 1

⇣
�e

10�13

⌘✓
T

100 K

◆1/2 ⇣
a

AU

⌘3/2

, (C.1)

where cs is the sound speed, h is the scale height of the disk, D is the magnetic diffusivity param-
eter, �e is the electron abundance, T temperature and a radial location in the disk (Perez-Becker
& Chiang, 2011). The ambipolar diffusion term describes the coupling of ionized molecules and
their interaction with neutral gas particles:
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where �i is the ion abundance, nH2 is the number density of H2 atoms, ⌦ is the dynamical time,
�in is the collisional rate coefficient for singly charged species to share momentum with neutral
species, and a is the radial location in the disk (Draine et al., 1983; Perez-Becker & Chiang, 2011).
For MRI to act as a turbulent driver of neutral gas, both Re and Am must be sufficiently high.
Simulations show that values between 0.1-100 for Am can trigger significant coupling between
ions and neutrals (Hawley & Stone, 1998; Bai & Stone, 2011). Models by Flock et al. 2012(Flock
et al., 2012) suggest Re ⇡ 3,300-5,000 is required to sustain sufficient turbulence with a critical Re

= 3,000. In our work, we assume a combined Am >100 and Re > 3,000 to signify an MRI-active
zone.

We calculate the regions in which the MRI is active in the HD 163296 disk in our models with
an early-stage physical environment and a late-stage environment (signified by a depletion in the
small dust population mass) in Figure C.4. Our solution allows for an increase of UV flux in the
atmosphere by a factor of 3-5. More of the disk becomes ion-rich due to the CO and H2 self-
shielding layers being located deeper into the disk. The increase in the ion and electron abundance
(�i, �e) are the key factors that enhance the Re and Am values and thus produce additional MRI
activity (see Figure C.4). As a result, thirteen times more mass within the disk becomes MRI-active
including within the midplane. In the base model representing early stages of disk chemistry, the
MRI activity at the midplane extends to 4 au. By depleting the small dust population by an order
of magnitude, the MRI activity at the midplane then extends out to ⇠10 au. This increase in
MRI activity can contribute to the reason behind why older disk systems, such as TW Hya, are
actively accreting. Meridional flows have been identified in the HD 163296 disk located at two
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Figure C.1 A comparison of observed CH3CN(Loomis et al., 2018) towards TW Hya and a thermo-
chemical model. The model is run for 1 Myr with a gas-to-dust ratio equal to 250 and a C-to-O
ratio equal to 1.0. Observed emission is shown as the solid lines while modeled results are the
dashed lines. The left and right panels show different JK transitions.

of the largest dust gaps (approx. 45 and 86 AU)(Teague et al., 2019b) and these vertical flows are
coincident with the lower vertical limit of the MRI-active zone. The MRI activation could have an
effect on the height or continue to drive meridional flows. Turbulence measurements of the HD
163296 disk have been derived in Flaherty et al. 2015 and 2017(Flaherty et al., 2015, 2017) using
molecular tracers, and they find turbulent velocities to be 5% or less of the sound speed between
30-300 au and at all measured heights. It is not yet clear whether our MRI prediction is in tension
with the observational evidence of low turbulence in HD 163296, more work needs to be done on
the modeling of how MRI-active regions drive turbulence and more observational constraints are
needed to constrain the inner 40 au where we find the strongest MRI-activity.

Supplementary Figures
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Figure C.2 A comparison of two HD 163296 disk models with varying C-to-O ratios. The final
model has a C-to-O = 0.47 within 20 au and C-to-O = 2 beyond 20 au (left). The comparison model
has a C-to-O ratio equal 2 throughout the entire disk. Dashed lines are modeled radial intensity
profiles while the thick line in the background are observations, with the thickness corresponding
to the uncertainty of the flux. In our final model, the C-to-O ratio is equal to what is found in the
ISM, 0.47.
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Figure C.3 The evolution of CH3CN and HC3N abundances relative to H2 given different gas
to dust ratios. This considers an environment with a 35 K gas and 5⇥ 1011 mol/cm3 gas density
following our chemical network. The top panel shows the temporal evolution of CH3CN abundance
while the bottom shows the evolution of HC3N
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Figure C.4 A comparison of the terms that effect the MRI strength in two distict models. The final
ion abundance (�i left) calculated Reynolds number (Re, middle) and ambipolar diffusion term
(Am, right) are shown in a model depleted of small dust (gas-to-dust = 5,000) versus a baseline
model (gas-to-dust = 500). The depleted model corresponds to the model that reproduces observa-
tions of CH3CN, HCN, and HC3N, see Figure 2 of main text.

Figure C.5 An HD 163296 model with an elevated C-to-O ratio and normal gas-to-dust ratio in the
atmosphere. The model is represented by dashed lines while observations are the thick low opacity
lines, where the thickness corresponds to the uncertainty in the flux. The model predicts that each
K-line for CH3CN J=12-11 have nearly identical morphology and intensities. HC3N is predicted
to have a centrally peaked radial intensity profile while observations show a plateau or central dip.
By simply decreasing the total mass thus total surface density of the small dust by a factor of 10,
the model is much more consistent with observations across all three molecules and their multiple
transitions.
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Figure C.6 The radial and vertical number density distributions of CH3CN and HC3N in a model
with a high C-to-O ratio and normal gas-to-dust ratio. C-to-O is equal to 2 throughout the whole
disk, and the atmospheric gas-to-dust ratio is equal to 500 (corresponding to the model results in
Figure C.5). This is contrasted with Figure 3, where there is more organic emission deeper in the
disk.

Figure C.7 Three simulated SEDs for different protoplanetary disk dust populations. The ‘depleted
dust’ model has 10 times less mass in the small dust population than the ‘Original dust’ model.
By altering the UV attenuation via increasing the minimum dust radius from 0.005 µm to 0.1 µm
(dashed grey line) we reproduce the SED features and intensity as seen in the ‘original’ model.
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